DefensePro, Inc.
9108 Pittsburg Ave, Ste 101
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
877-374-3744 FAX 888-374-3749 E-Mail: info@DefensePro.COM

Dear Sir or Madame:
This letter is being presented to you because you have asked that DefensePro sign a
Business Associate Agreement under HIPAA Regulations before you will release records
to us. We are very familiar with the HIPAA regulations and can assure you that such an
agreement is NOT required (nor should it be used) when a Subpoena or signed
Authorization has been served by DefensePro.
The Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information Regulation
Text covers when and how you (herein “Covered Entity”) must release Patient Health
Information (herein “PHI”) to a third party. The pertinent sections cited below have been
attached for your convenience. CFR §164.502 – Uses and disclosures of protected health
information: general rules details the only situations (items ‘a’ through ‘j’) whereby some
or all of the PHI records in your possession may be disclosed. Authorizations and
Subpoenas are listed under subsection (a) which describes a “Standard” disclosure:

 Authorization: CFR §164.502 subsection (a)(1)(iv) instructs you to disclose
PHI records in a “Standard” manner when served with a signed Authorization. No
Business Associate Agreement is required under this subsection. Your actions
regarding this Authorization are also governed by California Evidence Code §1158,
which requires release of said records to DefensePro, Inc. within 5 business days,
and limits the fees you may charge to only $15.

 Subpoena:

CFR §164.502 subsection (a)(1)(vi) instructs you to disclose PHI
records in accordance with any document or procedure defined under CFR
§164.512, which includes subsection (e) (ii) In response to a Subpoena… Neither
section requires a Business Associate Agreement, nor should one be used in
response to a Subpoena, Discovery Request or Court Order.

Subsection (a) has nothing to do with Business Associates or a Business Associate
Agreement. You will find that information further down the text in subsection (e).
Business Associate: Companies or individuals with whom the Covered Entity (you)
have contracted with for something like Billing, Transcribing, scanning files to computer
imaging systems, etc. where the person or company may have access to PHI records would
fall under subsection (e) and require a Business Associate Agreement. DefensePro does
NOT fall into that category. DefensePro is NOT doing business with you. DefensePro has
served you with an Authorization or Subpoena which is an entirely different process and
clearly falls under CFR §164.502 subsection (a), not (e).
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Look at it this way: you are a witness in a litigation matter to which you are not a party
and not a business associate to any of the related parties or their agents (in this case
DefensePro).
A Business Associate Agreement includes responsibilities and hold-harmless clauses
that are far beyond the scope of the Subpoena/Authorization process we are performing.
Therefore, you can imagine our reluctance to sign such a document when it clearly isn’t
required by the Regulation.
We understand the concerns and confusion these new Regulations have caused your
company and are here to assist you in complying with our Authorization or Subpoena.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned if you have any further questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
DefensePro, Inc.
(877) 374-3744, Extension 154
INFO@DefensePro.com
Attachments:
HIPAA Sections 164.510 and 164.512

P.S. – You may view the entire text of the Regulation, as well as view other information
regarding HIPAA at http://www.defensepro.com/whitepapers/hipaa.html.
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§165.502
lists all
instances
where
PHI
records
may be
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– see (a)
through
(j).

Use of
Authorization

§164.512
includes
Subpoen
as and is
attached.

Subsection
(e) is for
Business
Associates
and is an
entirely
different
subsection
from (a).

… Continuation of §165.502(e)
– Business Associates.

§164.512 includes Subpoenas and is referenced in
§164.502(a)(1)(vi) as a “Standard” Disclosure. See subsection
(e) on the following page.

Subpoenas

164.512(e) continued…

